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CELEBRATING

Last Half Term
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It is an absolute joy for me as your Headteacher to see this bumper 
edition of Latitude which captures in words and pictures some of 
the many incredible events that have happened over the past term 
in our wonderful school community!

As the Covid restrictions have been reduced, we are once again 
able to enjoy the Personal Development Curriculum experiences 
that our students and staff love sharing together as we deliver on 
our promise to parents that we will support all your children to 
become successful learners, confident individuals and responsible global citizens!

Everything that we do at Admiral Lord Nelson School is encapsulated in our core values of 
Inclusivity, Wellbeing and High Expectations. It is through the work that we all do together 
that we aim to ensure that everyone feels a strong sense of belonging in our community; that 
we all feel that the community supports our physical and emotional wellbeing; and that we all 
challenge one another to be the best we can be!

These are high aspirations and ones that we know we have to work hard on every day, 
especially as we are still battling with the difficulties that Covid causes to us all as we try 
to return to normal life. However, I hope that when you have finished reading through our 
magazine, you will be filled with the same immense sense of pride that I have in our fantastic 
school – great staff, parents, volunteers and governors who are all working in partnership 
together to support all our students to be the very best version of themselves every day!

As we begin to look to the future, I hope that you will agree with me that we can look 
forward with to an exciting future as we envisage how our amazing students will use the 
extensive opportunities available to them here as a platform to go on to shape the world of 
tomorrow!

                                                                    Nys Hardingham, Headteacher



New Eco Schools Program
#ImprovingOurEnvironment

At ALNS, we are looking to become more eco-friendly by pushing our initiatives within the school.

One initiative that we are currently working on is the second-hand uniform shop. This aims to help 
students from struggling families within our school community to afford uniforms. As well as that, it 
reduces the amount of clothing wastage that would otherwise be going to a landfill.

If you are able to donate any uniform, it would be greatly appreciated, and we request that it is taken 
to Hums 6.

We are also looking to introduce Eco House champions - There will be one from each house and they 
can be from any year group.  We want students who are passionate and concerned for the environment 
to help us educate and challenge to school community. The eco champions will be selected by the 
Heads of House upon completion of a Google form. This will be shared via Google classroom for each 
house. From this, the Eco Champions will be chosen and will help judge a house competition, which 
aims to raise awareness about climate change and environmental issues by creating a presentation in a 
digital medium (PowerPoint, GoogleDoc, etc).  There will be a prize for the best presentation from each 
house as well as for an overall winner!

Ms Lucas

Careers Week
#NCW22

On Thursday 3rd March, we held our first “live” Careers Fair since the pandemic.  We were 
delighted to welcome lots of our local colleges, apprenticeship providers and universities to share 
their offers with students and parents.  All said they were very busy all day, answering questions 
and giving out information. This was a unique event that we have not tried before and the feedback 
from everyone was so positive we will do it again! It is never too early for the students to think 
about their futures and Miss Pollard (who started here in January) is always happy to meet and 
chat with anyone who needs a bit of guidance. She is based in the Info Centre.
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Careers Week
#NCW22

On Wednesday 9th March, 12 
Year 8 students participated in the 
“Up for Uni” Science and Health 
Day. Did you know that within the 
University of Portsmouth they have 
a whole “fake hospital”?! This is so 
that students taking the Health and 
Medical pathways can practice in 
real conditions! The day started with 
a walk around the huge inner-city 
campus. We gathered with five other 
schools to hear introductions and met 
a “Student Ambassador” who would 
take care of us for the day. Ours was 
Gabriel and he was in his final year of 
studying Graphic Design.

Our first activity was with a paramedic 
in the Emergency Department who 
taught us CPR and how to use a 
defibrillator. Brooke T was amazing 
and scored 100%,  Rob (the paramedic) 
said even some of the students can 
only do 65%! Next, we became X-ray 

Year 8 Trip to University of Portsmouth
detectives in Radiology. We looked 
at different x-rays (including those 
of chocolate bars) and worked out 
what part of the body they were and 
what was wrong. We also had a go 
at putting skeletons back together. 
Finally, after lunch we went to the 
Resuscitation department and learnt 
how to help someone breathe if they 
can’t do it for themselves. We were 
quite shocked to learn that some of 
the dummies cost £200K! We had a 
great day and learned lots of valuable 
life skills.

Miss Pollard
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#HotChocFridays
Hot Chocolate Friday is an opportunity for Headteacher, Mrs Hardingham to invite learners who have gone above and 
beyond during the week to share a hot drink and a chat together.

What better way to end the working week than with your hands around a mug of marshmallow topped hot chocolate.

Well done to all!
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Basketball Stars
On Wednesday 24th November we hosted 

the Boys’ Annual Area Year 7 and 8 
Basketball tournament. With such a 

big club here at Admiral we were 
able to field 4 teams, 2 of each 
year (7 and 8).

Our Year 8 teams played with 
determination, skill and passion 

and ended up gaining the top 
spot in a brilliant final against St 

Edmunds A team winning 10-2. They 
drew in the group stages but their desire 

to win resulted in them, taking 1st place. Our 
Year 8 B team also played exceptionally well, 
scoring many baskets to get them into 3rd 
place overall, winning in the pay off against 
St Edmunds B team. Our Year 7s held their 
own and developed during the tournament, 
we look forward to what they can do in the 
future.

A big well done to all involved, and thank you 
to our local schools attending, with a total of 
10 teams playing in the tournament.

Miss Rennison

Year 9 Boys’ Portsmouth area annual 
tournament

Wednesday 17th November, we hosted the 
annual Year 9s Boys’ Basketball tournament, we 
had teams from Priory, St Edmund’s, Milton Cross 
and Trafalgar and we managed to have two teams 
representing ALNS.

The afternoon was brilliant, due to the 
sportsmanship, high scoring games and level of 
play on the court. A special thanks to our Year 
10 leader and also the team, George, Hamza, Ivo, 
Louie, Tom, Mazin, Charlie, Christian, Dylan and 
Wilson.

Many thanks to all the participating teams, the final 
standings left us at 4th place with St Edmund’s and 
Priory taking the top 3 spots.

    Miss Rennison
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Admiral fielded two Year 7 and 8 girls basketball 
teams for the annual tournament held here at 
Admiral.

The tournament hosted 7 teams across the 
city to fight for the top spots. After some hard-
fought games, Admiral’s first team won the whole 
tournament with 6 out of 6 wins. Our second 
team also did exceptionally well, only losing 2 out 
of their 6 games.

Many thanks to Priory, Milton Cross and Trafalgar 
for competing with such determination and skill.

Miss Rennison

Our Year 9 and 10 Boys’ Basketball is growing in 
numbers as well as ability! We played a cross court 
tournament followed by a full court game with TPA 
on the week of Monday 7th February.
.
We had 3 teams winning every game against 
TPA’s 1st and 2nd team, we then experienced 
a full court game, but with 16 players we 
struggled to rotate our squad efficiently, 
narrowly losing 14-10. We have agreed we 
will have a rematch with 2 squads in the future 
to have a better experience of full court games. 

Miss Rennison
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#TheseGirlsCan

Girls Football
Year 7 and 8 Girls played against TPA and won 2-1 
in the league! Cracking performance from the girls, 
thing are really taking shape on the pitch. All the 
hard work at training is paying off.

Goals from Ruby B and Ava D!

As for Year 9 and 10, the girls played away against 
Milton Cross on Tuesday evening (29th March). 
After a tough first half at 1-1, the girls came back 
and scored 2 in the second half making the final 
score 3-1 to us.

All the girls played amazingly but massive shout out 
to Mollie P who commands the pitch and Layla L 
for being solid at the back.

Goals from Mollie P, Isobel G and Ellie R!

Miss Conaghan

On Monday 17th February, the Year 7 and 8 girls 
played against Milton Cross in the semi-final of the 
girls cup. Despite the girls not having a full squad 
due to Covid, they battled their hearts out on the 
pitch but unfortunately it wasn’t quite enough to 
get through to the finals. I am really proud of the 
team for not only their performances but their 
commitment to training.

Keep it up ladies!

Miss Conaghan

The Year 9 and 10 girls played in the semi-final 
against Priory. The were extremely nervous to 
start with and went 1-0 down within the first five 
minutes of the game. The girls managed to get the 
game back level however at half time it ended 3-2 
to Priory.  A quick team talk at half time and the 
girls went back out fighting managing to get two 
more goals making it 4-3 to us. In the last minute of 
the game, Priory equalised to make the game 4-4.

This meant we would face a penalty shoot out; 
five penalties each and then sudden death. Mollie 
P saved the day quite literally - being in goal and 
taking the winning penalty.

A massive well done to all the girls that took part 
and bring on the final!

Miss Conaghan
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#TheseGirlsCan

Netball Success
Year 8 & 9 Girls tournament at Milton Cross
After a successful tournament last term 
with the Year 8s we were excited to get 
back onto the netball court once again. 
We had some brilliant games against TPA, 
Milton Cross and Springfield.  We ended 
up playing exceptionally well and coming 
2nd overall, well done girls!

Miss Rennison

A huge thank you to our wonderful year 11 girls 
who assisted in the Trafalgar GCSE PE practical 
Netball moderation. Not only was it great fun 
but these girls are so talented, supportive, 
respectful and kind. They helped the PE students 
from another school successfully complete their 
moderation by playing some fantastic Netball. 
You girls are a real credit to the school and we 
couldn’t be more proud of you! Thank you!

Miss Cooper

INSTA 
MOMENT!
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Inspirational Gesture from

Miss Newman
Recently, my brilliant tutor, Miss Newman, decided 
to cut off her long hair in order for her to donate 
it to charity. The charity is called ‘Little Princess’ 
and it works with children who have lost all their 
hair due to cancer treatments by creating wigs for 
them, giving them a new found sense of confidence. 
Miss Newman has a direct link to this charity 
through her best friend, Jordan, who has battled 
cancer 3 times.

This is what Miss Newman had to say: 

“I have wanted to donate my hair for ages but was 
very nervous to do so because I felt it was a big 
part of me. Seeing how much confidence Jordan 
gets from her wigs really inspired me to donate my 
hair so someone else in her position could be given 
a bit of their normality back too. Having to wear 
a headscarf or to have a bald head really singles 
you out as someone going through chemo, which 
is already tough enough! Jordan has had cancer 3 
times now, first diagnosed in October 2014 aged 
17, then again in April 2016, then October 2020.”

This goes to show the bravery it takes to donate 
your hair and the huge difference it makes to the 
lives of young people battling cancer. Both myself 
and my other tutor, Mrs Wise, were not surprised 
at this amazing act of kindness because we know 
Miss Newman has a big heart and her comments 
about how we can be thoughtful resonate with us 
on a daily basis.

If anyone is inspired by Miss Newman and wants 
to do the same, you can visit the ‘Little Princess’ 
website and you will find out more information 
there.

(https://www.littleprincesses.org.uk/our-story) 

Another admirable thing which can be done to 
help people like Jordan is donate stem cells. This 

is a treatment which can potentially save lives and 
would be an honourable thing to do. Miss Newman 
says: “Jordan has recently received a stem cell 
transplant. I have linked below as this is another 
charity not many people are aware of. To sign up 
you just do a swab in your mouth and then this 
can potentially help save someone like Jord’s life. 
Once you have signed up you are on the register, 
and they will contact you if you are a match for 
someone that needs a transplant. Jordan’s stem 
cells came from someone in Germany!”

https://www.anthonynolan.org/
Molly, Victory 2

#TeacherFeature
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#InternationalWomen’sDay2022

International Women’s Day
We celebrated International Women’s Day here at ALNS on the 8th 
March. One of our after-school clubs, The Girls’ Network, were visited 
by Charla from the organisation ‘The Grateful Hearts Club’.

During their workshop, ‘Grounded in Gratitude’, they discussed and 
explored what gratitude means to them and why it is helpful. They also 
celebrated why they are grateful to themselves, identified what brings 
them joy and uncovered ways to add more gratitude in their day to day 
lives.

They each had a great session with their mentors, and what an 
appropriate day to have this important discussion! Thank you again to 
Charla for leading the workshop.

Teacher Shout-Outs
What Women Inspire You at School?
In honour of International Women’s Day, we asked the 
pupils at Admiral Lord Nelson what female teachers 
inspire them at school. Here are some of the answers!

A“Miss Ryley M. always 
makes me happy if I’m 
having a tough day.”

AA“Ms Brown inspires me to do 
better because she knows what’s 
best for me and helps me achieve 

it.”

A“Mrs Wisbey inspires me to work 
hard and be passionate about 

things I believe in.” “I didn’t have much interest in English before 
Miss Day was my teacher and now I absolutely love 
my classes, especially Literature. She has inspired me 
to take English Literature at A-Level in English. She’s 

definitely an inspirational female teacher to me.” 

A“Mrs Walker helps me a lot 
and is an amazing teacher.”

A“Mrs Witt because she is
 very nice and inspires me to 

do be kind and fair.”

A“Miss Cherry makes me laugh.”

A“Miss Driscoll is helpful and 
caring.”
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Letters to...
#Year7&8PenPalProject
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I have been in touch with two French schools in different parts of 
Normandy (one of these, in Caen, is my old school!) since the beginning 
of the year and have organised an exchange letter with the English 
teacher there. In the Year 8 group, the French children wrote first and 
sent letters for Valentine’s Day. They wrote in English as they are 
learning it and my Year 8 students wrote back in French. Both parts 
included a short poem and decoration (It was very cute to see how much 
effort they were putting into it!). I put in place a reward system where 
the best letter in terms of quality of language will receive a big 
chocolate egg, and the most decorated will receive a pack of chocolates 
- these will be Star Students!

Year 7 students (7B) received letters as well as from another school,
   and the French children introduced themselves in English. The
     Year 7 students at ALNS are writing back in French and 
       introducing themselves too.
 

Miss Lahon
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Isabelle
“I wrote to Isaac on Valentines Day, I found it 
interesting writing in French to a French boy my age. 
I enjoyed reading his English, it was very good. I learnt 
some words that I wouldn’t usually learn in lesson. It 
was interesting hearing his dogs French names, they 

are very different from here.”

“It was great and was very enjoyable. We wrote 
Valentines cards to people in France after we had 
received cards from them. I thought it was a very 
good way to learn better French. We got matched 
up with random people in France.  It was a very 
fun couple of lessons!”

Jaden Amanda
“I sent a letter to her answering all her questions 
like my favourite animal (a wolf) and what sport I 
like (basketball) and what pets I have (a dog, German 
Shepherd cross and a black and white cat called Otis). 
She said she likes tennis, and she has a hamster, and 
her name was Agatha. She was very good at origami 
and very polite. She asked how I was and her design 
for the card was amazing, especially with the hearts 
like butterflies and a nature background. It was a nice 

interaction.”

Year 8 said...

Letters received

Sha-Kalia
“I sent a letter to her explaining my life and what 
I like to do. When she was writing to me, she 
explains that she is really into yellow and loves 
wolves. So, I decided to send her in a card a picture 
of a wolf from my friend Amanda. She also gave me 
the shape of a heart which was very thoughtful.”



#WorldBookDay

Book Corner
We celebrated World Book Day on 3rd March at ALNS. Last term, we ran 
a reading quiz programme ‘Accelerated Reading’ and these are some of the 
books that were voted the most popular and enjoyable!

Most popular in the Library this term
The LGBTQ ‘Heartstopper’ series by Alice Oseman
‘Twilight’ by Stephanie Meyer
Authors: David Walliams and Tom Gates
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Student Review
This book is a teen murder mystery of Bronwyn, Nate, 
Cooper and Addy suspected for murder when a boy in 
their detention dies from an allergic reaction. This book is 
part of a series, with a sequel, ‘One Of Us Is Next’ plus 
a third addition due to be released in 2023. I particularly 
enjoyed this book as it perplexed me throughout with lots 
of mysteries to be solved within the mystery itself. This 
story really got me thinking. McManus really looked into 
the lives of these four people as she told the story from 
their viewpoints on this mystery. Personally, I really loved 
the character Nate as he is known as a bad boy but behind 
the scenes, he is a nice person with a heartbreaking family 
life. This book is written beautifully and gets you engrossed 
in the characters and plot. On the other hand, I did wish, as 
I read the book, that McManus could’ve left the cliffhanger 
with more anticipation to want a sequel. Overall, I think this 
was an outstanding book and optimistically recommend 
this book to anyone, any age, and I hope they really enjoy it. 

Lily F, W4 Y8

One Of Us Is Lying by Karen McManus
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Poetry Live! at Brighton Dome
A group of our Year 11 students attended Poetry Live! at 
Brighton Dome on the 22nd March, with the day before 
being World Poetry Day! It provided the opportunity 
to hear the GCSE text poems being read and explained 
by the poets themselves, which in itself is a memorable 
experience. They also were given invaluable exam tips 
by a chief examiner. 

Some of the most famous UK poets (including John 
Agard, Carol Ann Duffy and Simon Armitage) were 
reading and discussing their poems that are in the GCSE 
poetry Anthology.  The Year 11s will be being examined 
on these next term. The weather was lovely and there 
was lots of sunshine. The Year 11s were also treated to 
a live performance of a brand new poem called Macho 
Man (which was definitely not PG!) and they absolutely 
loved it.

Mr Holmes

#WorldPoetryDay



Mr Gray’s Isle of Wight Challenge
#JustGiving

106km in less than 24 hours, with a couple of mountains... 

This is the challenge Mr Gray has decided to set himself to continue to raise money for the Warrior House 
charity this year. 

As you may be aware, Mr Gray lost his father to Cancer in 2011, 
which is his reason for choosing Cancer Research UK. 

“I would love it if everyone could donate 1p a km for this, or even 
better, 10p a km, to hit my target of £595 by the end of April. This 
will help fund lifesaving research into cancer treatments and support 
those affected by it. We will be doing some other fundraising activities 
at school, but I am starting off the year with this. The challenge is a 
106km loop around the Isle of Wight which is to be completed in 
under 24 hours.  If the distance wasn’t enough, there is also 2000m 
of climbs, which is equivalent to climbing Ben Nevis one and a half 
times!”

TO DONATE: https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/jongray79

Miss Rennison’s Brighton Marathon

During the pandemic my mum was diagnosed with lung cancer (November 2020), due to the fact we were 
in lockdown, we dealt with it at home with very limited contact with family and friends. This was extremely 
difficult for us, especially when the immunotherapy stopped and the need for care at 
home increased. Luckily our home situation allowed for my brothers to move 
in and helped me care for mum.  As time went on her health declined and 
we needed extra support from the Portsmouth Hospice at Home team 
- Something I am forever grateful for. 

They supported us after a week stay at QA hospital in March and 
then continued to care for her until her death in April.  This provided 
us with the correct care, advice and support during this devastating 
time. Over the month I started to understand that the Hospice’s 
resources were dependant on fundraising etc. Therefore I would like 
to pay them back in some way for their invaluable support.

Jaz and myself will be running the Brighton Marathon 10th April in memory 
of my mum and to raise money for this wonderful care team.  Any donations would be greatly received.

TO DONATE: https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/rubyandjazrunforrowanshospiceathome
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Prism Trip to New Theatre RoyalPrism Trip to New Theatre Royal

Made In Portsmouth 2022
#LandSec

Our Year 10 Design students collaborated with Landsec 
on a project associated with Gunwharf Quays. 
Titled ‘Made in Portsmouth’, the pupils were 
assigned to create a unique design to be applied to 
a re-usable aluminium water bottle! The aim was 
to create a simple design that represented their 
area, along with a social media campaign that links 
to the Landsec REFILL ME Campaign that would 
promote their water bottles to customers at 
Gunwharf Quays shopping centre! This not only 
was a creative project but one to connect with 
their local area through a sustainable mindset.
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This term Mx Hender asked pupils from Prism (LGBTQIA* safe 
space) to join a Q&A with Suzi Ruffel on Friday 8th April - What 
a wonderful way to end the term before Easter break.

The event was organised by Downtown Pompey and in 
collaboration with the New Theatre Royal. Downtown Pompey 
organise a range of workshops for young people across the city 
to come together to explore identities in safe space.  Admiral 
Lord Nelson School were lucky to see Suzi Rufell. Some young 
people had never been to a Theatre before, so this was an 
experience for them.  As we entered the building we were 
greeted by Karen and James at the box office with big smiles.  
Then Lucy from Downtown Pompey appeared and ushered us 
into the bar area and got the young people to think of some 
questions for Suzi while we waited for the other school to 
arrive. Lucy gave them a brief introduction about Suzi Ruffell 
being a comedian, writer, actor, and a lesbian. Some of the young 
people produced questions on some question cards. 

Once the other school arrived, we went straight down to the 
stage where it was set up with chairs for us to sit on, we all 
sat with The Portsmouth Academy School. This was a fantastic 
opportunity for the young people to network.  Also, there were 
party rings and squash for people to have before the Q&A 
started. Very chilled vibes.  There were two cameras pointing at 
the interviewees and interviewer’s chair. 

Then the Q&A started The Fabulous Josh doing a lovely 
introduction with another Lucy.  The questions were about 
Suzi’s career being a comedian and about her story being from 
Portsmouth and how she felt being different and not knowing 

many people like her. After the main interview with Suzi, the 
floor was open for young people to ask questions and there 
were some amazing questions.  

The last bit before it ended was a tour from Karen and the 
young people loved the old-fashioned ticket booth where it was 
a small hole for the audience to get their ticket and the staff 
members would give it to them, James from the box office made 
them jump as he opened the ticket booth. 

Overall, the young people really enjoyed themselves. 
Mx Hender

#LGBTQIA*



Year 9 Trip to University of Portsmouth
#MyProfessionalSelf
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Year 11 Leavers Hoodies
Year 11 are very keen to have hoodies designed by a professional company, to help celebrate 
their time here at ALNS.  The hoodie will have the school’s name 
on the front and the surname of every student in the year group 
on the back in the shape of ‘Class of 2022’.  The students will 
have a choice in regard to the colour and size of the 
hoodie. There is a list of colours and examples of 
these on the website below. 

The cost of the hoodie is £20.00, if you 
would like your child to purchase a leavers 
hoodie please go onto the following website 
and order https://shop.teamhoodies.co.uk/
admirallordnelson you can then choose 
the colour and size. There is a choice of 
how you have the hoodie delivered, more 
information can be found on the website. 

The deadline for this is Friday 29th April 
2022.

On 23rd March, 11 year 9 students went to the University 
of Portsmouth for a day named “My Professional Self”. 
These students had all been nominated by members of 
Aspiring Futures staff to attend and we had a fantastic day! 
The students had the opportunity to meet and connect 
with some of the region’s top employers including Zurich 
insurance and a firm of solicitors.  The were encouraged 
to think about their skills, qualities, and aspirations and 
to think about their “why” and motivations in life. They 
designed posters and then Kim Skinner, the project co-
ordinator, dropped the bombshell that they would all 
be doing individual presentations to their peers and the 
employers at the end of the day! After some initial nerves, 
all 11 students rose to the challenge and presented 
a monologue about themselves. The feedback from 
everyone was superb and the skills they learnt were vital 
as they navigate their way into careers and employment. 
Congratulations to Layla F, Mia L, Rose T, Libby B, Imogen 
M, Violet H, Sonny F, Paulie S, George B, Euan M and 
Sefanaia B. Kim said: “They were SUCH a lovely group 
and a real joy to work with! They did so well with their 
presentations, I know some of them were very nervous 
so it was a big step for them!”

#RememberingAdmiral



Personal Development Day
#CapturingTheMemorableMoments

15th March was Personal Development Day.  As part of our 
core curriculum offer, students in Years 7-11 will experience 
11 of these days during each academic year when the usual 
timetable is suspended. Each year group will undertake a 
different whole day experience designed to develop further 
their Personal Learning and Thinking Skills (PLTS), literacy and 
numeracy skills and their spiritual, moral, social and cultural 
development.
These PD Days provide an opportunity for students to 
immerse themselves in learning activities for a whole day and 
covers themes that are not necessarily addressed in subject 
areas of the curriculum.

For Prep to Work Day, Year 10 pupils were given 
the option to arrive ‘Dressed to Impress’ for their 
Careers interviews. Many arrived looking very 
sharp, ready to tackle the working world! We 
were very impressed indeed! The interviews ran 
smoothly, with each pupil discussing their future 
plans or interests and what route they would like 
to take following leaving ALNS.

“I wanted to write and say how much I enjoyed today 
and what an absolute delight the students were that I 
interviewed. Special mention to Callum H who bought a 
tear to my eye with how he grew in confidence and for 
school for how inclusive they are” - Zoe Killick, headteacher 
at St. Pauls

“Thank you for such an enjoyable day! What a breath 
of fresh air these students are!” - Polly Honeychurch, CEO 
University of Portsmouth Academy Trust

“That young lady will go far, if she isn’t a leader of some 
sort I will be shocked!” - Jemma Ibbitson, Engineer

“I really enjoyed my interview with David. He was so mature 
and took on board many of the suggestions I gave him with 
good humour!” - Kev Sadler,  SUN
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From The Interviewers...



Dress to Impress
#PDDay
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Our Year 10’s dressed to impress for their career 
interviews on PD Day!



CSI Day
#PDDay

A heinous crime occurred within the Science 
department on Tuesday 15th March 2022, the 
murder of one beloved member of “The Baffin 
Boys” Mr O’Neil. On hand were the Year 8 CSI 
team who had to uncover the perpetrator of 
this crime. Students had to investigate evidence 
from the crime scene and carry out a range 
of investigations to identify which of the four 
suspects would do such a hideous crime.  

The favourite activity of the day was to investigate 
blood splatter and how the size of blood droplets 
can help determine the height of the suspect. 
Students also got to measure maggots from Mr 
O’Neils body to determine his time of death, 
identify trace evidence such as fibres found on 
the body and a white powder found at the crime 
scene, later identified as severe dandruff. 

The Year 8 CSI team also got the chance to 
extract and observe DNA as well as lift finger 
prints and identify inks from the suspects pens 
using chromatography.  

The students worked hard throughout the day to 
identify the criminal within our midst at Admiral 
Lord Nelson School comparing the evidence to 
the suspects and at the end of the day the reveal 
occurred.  

The day allowed students to understand the role 
of forensic scientists and how they use a range of 
techniques to find reliable evidence to help solve 
crimes. 

Mr Wisbey
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Macbeth
#BoxCleverTheatrePerforms

A big thank you to Box Clever Theatre for two outstanding performances of Macbeth to our 
Year 9 and 11 pupils on Personal Development Day! This gave our students a unique insight into 
the text that will aid them in their exams. The performance ended with a quick activity involving 
volunteers from the audience and a Q&A, fully engaging with our pupils throughout. Bravo!
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Victory Bake Sale
#SophiesJourney

School Hire
#NewSchoolBookingSystem

On the 17th & 18th March, Victory House hosted a Bake Sale for local charity Sophie’s Journey. Sophie’s 
Journey was founded in honour of Sophie Fairall who sadly passed away from a rare and aggressive cancer 
in September 2021. The charity is dedicated to improve the funding and healthcare of children suffering 
with cancer.

“I wanted to write to say how lovely it was to meet with you and the Year 11 prefects on Tuesday. They are a 
credit to the school and their parents. The way they listened to Sophie’s 
story, talked about what they wanted to do in the future and conducted 
themselves was amazing.

We are so happy they choose Sophie’s 
Journey as the charity to raise much 
needed funds. The photos from the 
cake sale look incredible and just 
shows what hardworking, dedicated 
and enthusiastic teenagers they are. 
To raise £565 by selling cakes is 
phenomenal.
Admiral Lord Nelson School takes 
the credit for the first people to raise money for Sophie’s Journey! It would be lovely for the 
school to recognise the amazing efforts of the Year 11 prefects involved in the fundraising 
as I think it showed compassion, desire to make a difference and kindness which are very 
important characteristics you don’t always hear about in reference to teenagers.

The money raised will go to helping us to continue to feed parents over 15 children’s 
ward in Portsmouth and Southampton hospitals. It will also allow us to purchase some 
much needed items such as phone chargers, pjs and underwear when parents arrive in an 
emergency, a pack of toiletries we plan to give out to every parent admitted so they have 

the essentials and some activities to occupy the parents during what can be a lonely and isolating time.”

- Charlotte Fairall, Founder of Sophie’s Journey
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From 1st June, we will have a new school booking system for anyone that wants to hire our 
facilities.  Through SchoolHire.co.uk, this allows us to receive bookings without having to 
invoice you – everything is done online on an accessible website that is easy to navigate! We 
are the only school in the area other than Trafalgar that is offering this service.

We have already been hired by Portsmouth College for adult cooking classes, and we can 
be used for so much more! Whether it’s a football club, dance, yoga… Please enquire for 
more information by emailing our Buildings and Communications Manager Steve Johnson at 
SJohnson2@alns.co.uk.

£565.13 

RAISED!



Congratulations Henry!
Henry had some fantastic results at the English Gymnastics 
Championships 2022! 

He placed an amazing 4th in England at U12s on vault, 8th 
on Pommel and 9th on Parallel Bars. He placed overall 
on all 6 apparatus, 18th in England which is fantastic. We 
appreciate how hard Henry must have to work to perform 
at this phenomenal level.

Henry is now working on qualifications in April for the 
British team championships where he will get to represent 
his county.  We wish him the very best of luck!

Year 9 Leadership Award 
#YouthSportTrust

Some Year 9’s who were selected from the PE department 
have just had their first session of their leadership award! 
This is run by the youth sport trust - Wimbledon Foundation. 

They will have 9 sessions and a social project to complete 
to get the qualification. The sessions are delivered by an ex 
Olympic champion Vernon Samuels. 

Miss Conaghan
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SoundSational at Portsmouth Guildhall
#MaryPoppins

Our Year 10 Drama students are working hard in rehearsals for our school production 
of Mary Poppins! On 16th of March, they performed a section at SoundSational that 
took place at Portsmouth Guildhall. Not only did our amazing ALNS performers get 
back in front of a live audience, but Daisy, our very own Mary Poppins, won the award 
for Most Dedicated Performer! Well done to all those involved, and we can’t wait to 
see the show next term!



Winter Sports Day
#Year7-10
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On Wednesday 6th April we had Winter Sports Day.  It was a fantastic day of competition, starting 
with a sports quiz in tutor groups and then watching some highly entertaining staff sports, where 
some of our teachers competed for their houses.  Following on from this we had the rest of the 
day for the students to compete in their chosen sporting activities. The students set off to football, 
Table tennis, benchball, Netball, Dance and Gymnastics. After an amazing day of competition the 
points were added up from all the different year groups and sporting activities and it was the closest 
result we have ever known...with the winners being SPINNAKER.  A huge thank you from the PE 
department to all the students for competing so brilliantly throughout the day and another thank 
you so our wonderful team of staff for leading such a wide variety of activities.

Miss Cooper

Totals       630      640     740       650  

Winter ‘22  Mary Rose  Victory   Spinnaker   Warrior
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Performance Arts Evening
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On Thursday 7th April the Performance 
team were delight to present our first live 
event in over 2 years. 
Performing Arts evening saw 100 students 
perform some amazing Drama, Music and 
Dance to a full house in the Main Hall. 

Performances included extracts from 
our School Show Mary Poppins which is 
coming in May, rock bands, solo singers 
and a phenomenal drum performance. 
Fabulous Dance pieces which included a 
number of performances choreographed 
by the students themselves and Year 10s 
performing an extract from Midsummers 
Night Dream.

It was a fully packed programme for the 
evening of the highest quality.

Both students and staff were delighted to 
welcome back an audience and are excited 
for our next event.
Thank you to everyone who came along 
to support the evening.

Mrs Wisbey

#WelcomingBackLivePerformances
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#DatesForYourDiary
27th April Year 6 Induction Evening

3rd May School Closure in lieu Queens Platinum Jubilee during half term

19th May Spring Concert

15th June Non-Uniform Day

16th June Year 7 Parents Evening

20th June Refugee Day / Portsmouth Music Festival

23rd June Personal Development Day

29th June Early Finish for Students - 13.30pm  /  Year 11 BBQ

30th June Year 11 Prom
4th & 5th July Year 6 Transition Days

10th May Non-Uniform Day

13th July PD Day - Year 7 - 9 Sports Day
15th July PD Day 
19th July PD Day 

22nd July Early Finish for Students  - 13.15pm


